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ABSTRACT

This Article suggests that reform of the governance of publicly held firms might appropriately include a move from the corporate to the partnership form. The corporate form is susceptible to regulation, rigidly centralized and not readily adaptable to firms' varying circumstances. These features are unsuitable for new economy firms that rely on markets and networks rather than integration. Partnership's greater flexibility and freedom from government interference arguably makes it a better choice than corporation for many publicly held firms. Thus, the persistence of incorporation may owe more to politics and regulation than to efficiency. The rigidity of the corporate form makes it easier to regulate and therefore provides more rent-seeking opportunities for politicians and interest groups than if parties could freely choose their business form. Taxation of corporate distributions reduces owners' incentives to take control of corporate earnings. Also, by protecting managers' power, preserving the corporate form co-opts the interest group that is best able to lobby for change. However, new corporate tax rules, increased federal regulation of corporate governance, and the changing nature of U.S. business may give firms new incentives to use the partnership form. Lawyers may be the agents of change, as they have been in promoting partnership-based business forms for closely held firms.

INTRODUCTION

Calls for reform of the governance of publicly held firms are phrased in terms of corporate governance, though the corporate form is just one of several embodied in state statutes. The accepted wisdom is that firms generally divide into closely held and publicly held, with the partnership form being suited to the former and the corporate form to the latter. ¹

This Article challenges the assumption that the corporate form is optimal for publicly held firms. In general, the Article views choice of standard form as one of the dimensions in which governance terms are formulated, together with customized contracts, exchange listing agreements, and federal and state law.

¹. In this Article, unless otherwise noted, "partnership" refers not only to general partnership, but also to limited partnership, limited liability company, limited liability partnerships and other non-corporate business forms based on partnership.
This Article focuses on what is at stake in standard form contracting.

At first glance, it seems that not much is at stake. Since both partnership and corporate standard forms deal with similar governance problems and since many of those problems are common to all firms, it is not surprising to find many of the same features in both types of standard forms. For example, both provide a mechanism for segregating piles of assets and dedicating them to the firm as distinguished from the firm’s owners. This means that neither the firm’s owners, nor their heirs or creditors, can deal with the property as if it were owned individually. In order to avoid a conflict of interests, someone needs to manage these assets separate from the affairs of the individual owners. In other words, any firm, whether a corporation or partnership, is to some extent a distinct “entity.” Also, standard forms are mostly default rules and in that respect matter only to the extent of the costs of drafting around the rules.

To some extent the differences between the corporate and partnership forms are based on making the forms suitable for the distinct contexts of publicly held firms, in which there is an active market for the firm’s shares, and closely held firms, where there is no such market. In the absence of a securities market, exit must be provided by buyout or dissolution rather than trading. Limited liability of corporate shareholders makes an active market feasible, but also involves costs, including the moral hazard of letting people conduct business without full responsibility.

Other differences between these forms are more subtle but still important. In particular, the corporation has always been burdened by the “concession” theory, which originally made it a quasi-public entity. Corporate governance is rigidly centralized and not readily adaptable to firms’ varying circumstances.

The greater flexibility and freedom from government interference of partnership-based business forms make these forms better choices than a corporation for many publicly held firms. The persistence of incorporation therefore may be attributable more to politics than to efficiency. The rigidity of the corporate form makes it easier to regulate and therefore provides more rent-seeking opportunities for politicians and interest groups than if the parties to firms could freely choose a legal framework for their business form. An important regulatory aspect is taxation of corporate distributions which reduces owners’ incentives to take control of earnings. Also, by protecting managers’ power, regulation of the corporate form co-opts the interest group that is best able to lobby for change.

The Article is organized as follows. Part I discusses potential efficiency explanations for the corporate form. Part II discusses some defects in these efficiency explanations. The distinctive aspects of the corporate form,
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particularly including the corporate type of centralized management, have costs even for publicly held firms, particularly "new economy" firms that are becoming leaner and more market-based.

By contrast, as discussed in Part III, partnership-based forms are fully contractible and not burdened by the legacy of the concession theory. Partnership flexibility also offers firms opportunities to avoid regulation of governance. Part IV considers a political explanation for why, despite partnership's advantages, publicly held firms continue to adopt the corporate form. Specifically, corporate inflexibility and the concession theory serve both politicians' interests, by making it easier to regulate business and managers' interests, by protecting their power. The important question, therefore, is how long these groups can hold off pressures for change. Part V considers other possible explanations for the continued dominance of the corporate form, including network effects. Part VI concludes.

I. AN EFFICIENCY-BASED EXPLANATION FOR CORPORATIONS

This Part discusses a potential efficiency-based explanation for the dominance of the corporate form for publicly held firms. Section A provides a brief introduction to the functions of business forms. Section B discusses the suitability of the corporate form for publicly held firms.

A. The Role of Standard Forms

There is an initial question of why it matters whether a firm is a corporation or a partnership. In other words, why are not all of the significant issues concerning the governance of business associations resolved by specific contracts among the participants in the firm or between the participants and the firm itself as a nexus of contracts? 3

Statutory standard forms serve at least three general functions. 4 First, they provide default rules that conserve on contracting costs. These rules obviously are more important as contracting costs increase. Thus, a small and stable group of owners, as in the typical closely held firm, can contract relatively cheaply for most governance rules that bind them. However, it is relatively costly to contract for rules that bind creditors' claims, such as those that confine creditors' claims to the assets owned by the debtor firm or to those of the debtor owners. 5 Moreover, there are distinctions within these broad categories

3. As to the role of the firm as a nexus of contracts, see, e.g., Stephen M. Bainbridge, The Board of Directors as Nexus of Contracts, 88 IOWA L. REV. 1 (2002); R.H. Coase, The Nature of the Firm, 4 ECONOMICA (N.S.) 386 (1937); G. Mitu Gulati et al., Connected Contracts, 47 UCLA L. REV. 887 (2000).


5. See Hansmann & Kraakman, supra note 2 (discussing affirmative and defensive asset
of default rules. Among the owners, it may be costly to foresee the circumstances in which the parties will want to break up the firm, and therefore to provide the terms that govern in these circumstances. With respect to creditors, it is less costly for the firm to contract with a few large individual creditors than with many trade creditors.

Second, business associations provide for distinct sets of default terms. This indicates why the law not only provides default rules for business associations, but also groups these terms into separate statutes. Grouping default terms aids planning by combining complementary terms. For example, a term providing for personal liability of owners is efficiently combined with terms providing for direct and equal management rights, per capita profit sharing and dissolution at will. Grouping default terms also aids in interpreting the firm's governance contracts and applying regulation to the firm. The fact that a firm has chosen a particular set of complementary terms better indicates what terms the owners wanted to apply in areas where the standard form and customized contracts are silent than if the parties selected terms from a single menu of default rules. Similarly, using coherent sets of default terms signals to regulators and judges the type of firm that has opted into a particular form. Both of these attributes of coherent sets of terms facilitate the development of interpretive case law associated with distinct business associations rather than simply with individual contract terms. Finally, coherent sets of default terms signal the firm's type to third parties dealing with the firm.

Third, distinct business associations provide for a mix of types of mandatory rules. If there were only a single set of terms, business association terms would be either default or mandatory. Multiple business associations permit associating mandatory rules with particular standard forms, thereby permitting an intermediate form of opting out through form selection.6

B. The Suitability of Corporate Features

The corporate form fits publicly held firms particularly well. First, corporations are managed by or under the control of a centralized board of directors. Delegating power to a relatively small group of people enables more efficient decision-making than dispersing power among many owners. Moreover, the corporate form of centralized management involves dividing management between professional full-time executives who manage the firm day-to-day and directors who oversee the board and set policy. The board

6. An example is the limited partnership control rule. See REVISED UNIF. P'SHIP ACT § 303 (1985) [hereinafter RUPA] (amended 2001). The National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws promulgated a revised version of the limited partnership act in 2001. However, since few states have adopted that revision, this article will rely mainly on RUPA (1985) as a better reflection of current law.
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theoretically permits better monitoring of managers than dispersed shareholders alone can provide.  

Second, corporate shareholders are not, like general partners, personally liable for the firm's debts. Shareholders' limited liability does more than simply transfer risks to creditors—it can create wealth by facilitating freely transferable stock and therefore the development of informationally efficient stock markets. Commentators have considered limited liability to be an important justification for taxing and regulating corporations.

Third, corporate shareholders can freely transfer both their financial and control interests in the firm. By contrast, partnership-type firms by default let members transfer only their economic interests in the firm and not control. Free transferability of management rights is important to the development of a market for control, which provides effective monitoring of managers.

Fourth, while each partner has, by default, the power to dissolve a partnership or seek a buyout by the firm, corporations can be dissolved only by action of the board of directors followed by a vote of a majority of the owners. Margaret Blair has argued that this corporate feature is particularly important in order to protect corporate assets from breakup. She relies on Alfred Chandler's account of the development of modern corporations, specifically on how they were able to create organizations that capitalized on developments in transportation and communication beginning in the mid-19th century. As Oliver Williamson and others have theorized, these firms involved the bringing together of bundles of assets each of which was essential to the others' value—in other words, whose joint value was "asset specific." Blair views partnership law as unsuited to this bundling because a partnership might be subject to dissolution at the will of any partner, thus giving any

7. See Bainbridge, supra note 3, at 28.
11. See UPA §§ 27; RUPA § 503; REVISED UNIF. LTD. P'SHIP ACT § 704 [hereinafter RULPA]; UNIF. LTD. LIAB. CO. ACT § 503 (1996) [hereinafter ULLCA].
12. See UPA §§ 29, 31; RUPA § 801.
partner potential holdup power,\textsuperscript{16} or on a partner's death, subjecting partnerships to the vagaries of succession and inheritance.\textsuperscript{17} Blair supports her story by providing accounts of 19th-century firms that sought incorporation in order to lock in firm-specific assets.\textsuperscript{18}

Fifth, the corporate form protects creditors' ability to rely on corporate assets, which is important in sustaining limited liability. Investors have no right to a dividend, and the firm's assets are committed to its creditors before payout to shareholders.\textsuperscript{19}

The corporation thus provides a coherent set of terms that enable efficient gap-filling and regulation, consistent with the functions of standard forms discussed in Part I.A. For example, the fiduciary duties of corporate managers can be designed to fit firms in which managers have substantial power, but also are constrained by owners' ability to exit by freely transferring their shares. Moreover, a firm's selection of the corporate form signals that management is separated from ownership, and therefore that the firm may be appropriately subject to regulation that protects investors or employees from powerful managers.

\section*{II. THE COSTS OF INCORPORATION}

This Part discusses some questions about the explanations for the corporation's widespread use discussed in Part I. As discussed in Part II.A, it is not clear why these features must be provided by incorporation rather than alternative partnership forms. A potential answer is that it is efficient to lock publicly held firms into the specific features that are available in the corporate form, particularly including centralized management. But Parts II.B and II.C show that corporate centralized management is excessively rigid and, indeed, may not be well suited to many modern firms.

\subsection*{A. The Choice Between Corporation and Partnership}

Although the above story explains why corporate features are important for publicly held firms, it does not explain why such firms need to be corporations in order to obtain these features. More specifically, the discussion in Part I.B

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item 16. See Blair, \textit{Locking in Capital}, supra note 13, at 409-13. Blair also points out that individual partners might own business assets. \textit{See id.} But questions regarding ownership of assets arise in any firm. Partnership law is distinct in providing presumptions that help determine what belongs to the firm. \textit{See UPA § 8; RUPA § 203.}
\item 17. See Blair, \textit{Locking in Capital}, supra note 13, at 420-21.
\item 18. \textit{See id.} at 416-22 (discussing Lehigh Coal); \textit{id.} at 442-49 (discussing example of I.M. Singer, showing need to ensure that Singer's messy estate would not break up the Singer business); \textit{id.} at 449 (discussing need for incorporation in companies like Proctor and Gamble, incorporated in the 1880's that relied on branded consumer products and Duke Tobacco).
\item 19. \textit{See id.} at 429-33.
\end{itemize}
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does not explain why publicly held firms cannot be publicly traded partnerships. Indeed, it is not clear why the corporate form was ever used. Since partnerships antedated corporations, they could have been adapted for use by publicly held firms had the corporation never been invented.

1. Chandler and Standard Forms

Chandler’s history of the modern firm does not support the need for incorporation. Chandler devotes little attention to the legal form of business, focusing instead on institutional innovation. In fact, Chandler notes that increasing use of incorporation in the early 19th century did not itself bring institutional innovation. Moreover, the modern firm did not “mature,” in Chandler’s view, until well into the 20th century, long after the major developments in corporate law. To the extent that legal form mattered at all in Chandler’s story, it was as a response to regulation rather than as a reaction to inherent transaction cost problems. Chandler sees antitrust regulation in the late 19th century as encouraging use of the holding company form pioneered in New Jersey, and notes that in the absence of such legislation cartels might have survived in the U.S. as they did in Europe.

2. Fundamental Similarities of Corporation and Partnership

The partnership standard form is not as different from the corporate form as Blair and other commentators assume. In both cases, the firm rather than its individual owners owns property. This includes the firm’s reputation and goodwill attached to the firm’s name. The property therefore is not directly reachable by the owners’ personal creditors or by the owners’ heirs.

Partnership law is admittedly misleading in this respect since it traditionally provides for ownership by the individual owners through something called “tenancy in partnership.” But this peculiar tenancy systematically negates all

20. Partnership is one of the oldest forms of business association. See ALAN R. BROMBERG & LARRY E. RIBSTEIN, BROMBERG & RIBSTEIN ON PARTNERSHIP, § 1.02 (Aspen Publishers, 2004); See also CHANDLER, supra note 14, at 36 (noting that partnership was the standard legal form until well after 1840).

21. See CHANDLER, supra note 14, at 48.

22. Id. at 415-83.

23. Id. at 318-34.

24. Id. at 375.

25. The issue in partnership law is not whether the firm can have a name or whether the name has value, but the extent of that value, particularly in professional firms where the value of the firm’s name must be distinguished from that of the partners’ individual names. See In re Brown, 150 N.E. 581 (N.Y. 1926).

26. The creditors can reach the property by charging order in a partnership, which is comparable to garnishing corporate shares. See UPA § 28; RUPA § 704.

27. See infra text accompanying note 50 (discussing rights of heirs on dissolution).

28. See UPA § 25 (describing the features of the tenancy in partnership).

191
individual rights, including possession, transferability, rights of inheritance, and so forth, so that the partner's individual rights are nominal only.

Since corporations and partnerships own discrete property committed to the firm, it follows that firms' agents manage the firm's property separate from the property of the individual owners. Also, as long as the firm, whether corporation or partnership, is a going concern, the power these agents have over the firm's property includes the power to decide when the property is distributed to the owners, subject to any agreements the owners have made. Thus, in the absence of contrary agreement, the owners commit their investments to the firm until it dissolves.

There are four apparently significant differences between the corporate and partnership standard forms. First, partners are liable directly or indirectly for the firm's debts while corporate shareholders have limited liability. Second, partnerships by default are managed directly by the partners rather than centralized in executives and directors as in corporations. Third, while corporate shareholders can, by default, freely transfer management rights, new partners by default can be admitted only by unanimous member vote. This reflects the potentially high costs of freely transferring management rights where members have unlimited liability, as well as the smaller benefits of free transferability in closely held partnerships as compared with publicly held corporations. Fourth, and most importantly according to Blair, partnerships by default are dissolved by the will or exit of any member, while the corporate entity survives member dissociation. On dissolution, in the absence of contrary agreement, the partnership's assets are sold and divided among the members or their heirs.

These differences are not, however, as striking as may first appear. To begin with, partnerships always have been able to contract for features that differed from the partnership standard form, including centralized management, free transferability, and continuity. Accordingly, it is useful to distinguish between features that are contractible at substantial cost, such as limited liability, and those that are contractible at lower cost, such as decentralized
management, continuity, and free transferability.

Moreover, partnerships long ago could get the benefit of having these defaults plus limited liability by forming subcategories of partnerships, notably including the joint stock company, which provides for centralized management and free transferability, and the limited partnership, which provides for centralized management and limited liability of passive investors. Limited liability company statutes now provide for a flexible variant on centralized management.

Limited liability is the hardest corporate feature to obtain by contract. While firms can make non-recourse contracts with creditors, tort liability is imposed on owners without regard to contract. Even non-recourse contracts have been restricted in various ways, though explicit contracts are now enforced. Thus, it has been said that "limitation or elimination of liability of the shareholders is not merely the chief single advantage of a business corporation but it is the advantage which in the estimation of legislatures and also in the estimation of the public is of more importance than all the other advantages put together. It is the main thing." Prior to the development of enterprise liability, limited liability probably was not an important corporate feature. When limited liability did become important, its identification with the corporate form may help explain the move to incorporation.

3. Problems with the Continuity Theory of Incorporation

Blair emphasizes continuity as a central explanation for the use of the corporate form. Indeed, Blair views this greater continuity of the corporate form as "critically important to the creation of complex, productive commercial enterprises." However, the continuity inherent in the partnership form has long been recognized. There was traditionally no power to dissolve a

32. See BROMBERG & RIBSTEIN, supra note 20, § 1.01(b)(3); Paul G. Mahoney, Preparing the Corporate Lawyer: Contract or Concession? An Essay on the History of Corporate Law, 34 GA. L. REV. 873, 885 (2000).

33. See BROMBERG & RIBSTEIN, supra note 20, § 1.01(b)(3). For a further discussion of limited partnership rules, see infra text accompanying notes 133-136.

34. See infra text accompanying note 137.

35. See Ribstein, supra note 4.

36. See id. at 369-432.


39. See Blair, Locking in Capital, supra note 13, at 419 (noting that many early corporation statutes did not grant limited liability); Mark L. Weinstein, Share Price Changes and the Arrival of Limited Liability in California, 32 J. LEGAL STUD. 1 (2003) (noting that California first adopted limited liability in 1931 and showing no share price effect of adoption).

40. See Blair, supra note 30, at 27.

41. See, e.g., Arthur J. Jacobson, The Private Use of Public Authority: Sovereignty and
partnership prior to an agreed term, at least without just cause.\textsuperscript{42} Moreover, partnerships long have been able to agree to continuation of the business and payoff in cash of deceased partners.\textsuperscript{43} By adjusting both the amount and terms of payoff, partnerships can achieve significant continuity. Accordingly, it is misleading to focus unduly on partnership default rules in arguing the defects of partnership.\textsuperscript{44} Although Blair cites Baldwin Locomotive as a situation where corporate continuity would have been beneficial, the partnership agreement in that case facilitated continuity through slow pay-off of the estate.\textsuperscript{45}

To be sure, customized drafting around default rules may require extra expense.\textsuperscript{46} But lawyers have considerable experience with continuation agreements in partnerships. Moreover, early in their history corporations were not used widely enough to give them a clear advantage in predictability.\textsuperscript{47} Thus, it is not surprising that firms at first drafted for corporate features rather than incorporating. Indeed, Blair discusses a prominent example of effective use of continuity provisions in a partnership agreement—Andrew Carnegie’s “iron clad” agreement providing, among other things, for gradual buyout of deceased and retired partners.\textsuperscript{48}

\begin{thebibliography}
42. See BROMBERG & RIBSTEIN, supra note 20, § 7.03(a) n.4; JOSEPH STORY, COMMENTARIES ON THE LAW OF PARTNERSHIP § 273-76, at 410-420 (2d ed. 1846).

43. See BROMBERG & RIBSTEIN, supra note 20, § 7.11(e); see also STORY, supra note 42, § 199 (discussing clauses for continuation notwithstanding partner death in order to be sure that the business is “steadily carried on”); id. § 207 (discussing clause providing for purchase of other partner “at a valuation” if “express stipulation”). The modern exception is the ipso facto provisions of bankruptcy law. See 11 U.S.C. § 365 (2004); see Larry E. Ribstein, Partner Bankruptcy and the Federalization of Partnership Law, 33 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 795 (1998).

44. Indeed, even the default rules are changing. In her conference paper, Blair carries the analysis of default rules through to modern partnership and LLC statutes. See Margaret M. Blair, Corporate Governance Reform Puzzle: What History Can Teach Us, 1 BERKELEY BUS. L.J. 1, 19-30 (2004). However, she focuses on uniform laws, which misses a significant evolution away from dissolution at will in state limited partnership and LLC statutes. See BROMBERG & RIBSTEIN, supra note 20, § 17.02(d)(2) n.19 (listing state limited partnership provisions); LARRY E. RIBSTEIN & ROBERT R. KEATINGE, RIBSTEIN AND KEATINGE ON LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES app. 11-1 (Thomas/West, 2004) (summarizing state limited liability company statutes). Blair also notes that limited liability encourages partner exit from failing firms. See Blair, supra (citing Susan Saab Fortney, High Drama and Hindsight: The LLP Shield, Post-Andersen, 12 BUS. L. TODAY 46 (Jan.-Feb. 2003)). But this is not a function of the relative continuity of the partnership and corporate form, since one always can sever an agency relationship regardless of form. Rather, it focuses on the traditionally corporate feature of limited liability as an incentive for severing the relationship.

45. See Blair, Locking in Capital, supra note 13, at 452-54.

46. Thus, Blair cites the Schuylkill charter to the effect that Schuylkill was seeking incorporation because “plain men of business” have difficulty making the right agreements. See Blair, Locking in Capital, supra note 13, at 420-23. Note that the couple of corporate charters Blair relies on do not necessarily indicate the real reasons for incorporation. The charters were public documents being presented to state legislators, and could be expected to emphasize considerations that would be politically acceptable, as distinguished, for example, from the desire to avoid owner responsibility for corporate debts.

47. In other words, network externalities, which now are said to help entrench the corporate form (see infra Part IV.B) might initially have worked against it.

48. See Blair, Locking in Capital, supra note 13, at 451-52. She notes that the agreement worked

---

\textcopyright\textsuperscript{194}
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Blair also suggests that the continuity of the corporation was necessary to protect the going concern from claims of partners' heirs. But partnership law provides that partners' heirs have no interest in partnership property. On a partner's death, the firm by default is wound up, which includes paying off the deceased partner's estate. If the partnership agreement provides for continuation, then the firm can be, in effect, wound up by cashing out the estate. The heirs might fight until doomsday about who gets what, but the firm need not be involved in this squabble. Thus, while Blair emphasizes the problems that might have resulted if I.M. Singer got tangled up in Singer's potentially messy estate and even suggests that Singer's success was attributable to resolving these problems by incorporating, these problems might easily have been avoided by an agreement providing for cashing out the estate on Singer's death.

An additional reason for skepticism about Blair's historical account of incorporation is that many of the firms that turned to the corporate form during the Industrial Revolution were closely held. The distinctive features of the corporate form discussed in Part I would seem to be most useful for publicly held firms. In particular, the continuity of the corporate form is particularly disadvantageous for closely held firms since members need an exit route in the absence of a public market for the firm's shares. Moreover, partnership-type buyout rules are least likely to be a problem in publicly held firms with many small shareholders because the firm is unlikely to be forced to liquidate if it has to cash out the shareholders. Thus, the Singer scenario may be idiosyncratic or, at most, a problem in a small subset of cases involving a couple of large shareholders.

4. The Unanswered Question: Why Require Incorporation?

Assuming that certain valuable features, including limited liability or, in Blair's theory, continuity, were available only in the corporate form, the important question for present purposes is why firms should have had to
incorporate in order to obtain these features. To be sure, the particular device
the law used for creating limited liability was to characterize the corporation as
a separate legal entity against which creditors' claims could be made. But the
law might from the beginning have recognized that partnership-type firms
could be such entities. Perhaps the law should protect creditors from the moral
hazard inherent in limited liability by restricting the types of firms that have
limited liability and the terms of limited liability contracts or regulating
disclosures to creditors. But it is not clear why the law should require formal
incorporation to protect creditors. Limited liability might from the beginning
have been offered in partnerships coupled with mandatory constraints such as
limits on distributions, as is now the case in limited liability companies and
limited partnerships. These rules forbid distributions by insolvent firms,
analogous to the rules that preserve bundles of corporate assets for creditors.

In short, the dominance of the corporate form cannot be explained on the
basis that it facilitated the growth of industrial firms. The partnership form
always could have been adapted to the needs of these firms. Although
adaptation would have involved the development of novel types of agreements,
it is unlikely that this would have presented more problems than the evolution
of the corporate form from a quasi-public to a private entity. The most that can
be said about the importance of the corporate form is that it is arguably better
suited than the partnership form to the publicly held firms that eventually
emerged from the Industrial Revolution. Yet there is some doubt even about
this conclusion, as discussed in the next subpart.

B. The Problems of Corporate-Style Governance

This Section shows that the most distinctive feature of the corporation—
centralized management by a board of directors—is, in fact, too rigid to achieve
the right balance between discretion and accountability for many firms. Part
II.B.1 gives an overview of corporate-type centralized management. Parts II.B.2
and II.B.3 discuss the main corporate governance problems of accountability
and inflexibility.

1. Overview of Corporate Governance: "Director Primacy"

Corporate governance is best characterized as based on "director
primacy." This model features hierarchical decision-making by a small

54. See Mahoney, supra note 32.
55. See Ribstein, supra note 4.
56. See RULPA §§ 607-608; ULLCA §§ 407-408.
57. See supra text accompanying note 20.
58. See STEPHEN M. BAINBRIDGE, CORPORATION LAW AND ECONOMICS ch. 5 (Foundation Press,
2002).
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collective group (the board of directors), which coordinates the nexus of contracts with capital contributors, employees, and others. This approach to decision-making has obvious benefits in light of the decision-making costs involved in reaching consensus among large numbers of people and between groups with disparate interests. The board, in turn, monitors managers and sits atop a broader hierarchy reaching down to semi-autonomous divisions.\(^5\) This structure provides monitoring to deal with managerial agency costs and allows for specialization at lower levels of the hierarchy to deal with the vast amounts of information that flow through the large publicly held corporation.

Director primacy includes the following principal elements. First, directors have broad power both to make all management-type decisions, including the day-to-day operation of the company, managerial compensation, and distributions to shareholders, and to initiate major decisions, including amendment of the charter, or sale, dissolution or merger of the firm.\(^6\)

Second, shareholders lack the power to make management-type decisions or to initiate major decisions. Shareholder power is essentially limited to voting on major decisions and electing and removing directors. Thus, the directors are not really the shareholders' agents in the traditional sense of being under the shareholders' direct supervision and control.

Third, and perhaps most importantly, the balance of power between directors and shareholders described in the preceding two paragraphs is not effectively subject to contrary agreement. A basic principle of corporate law has long been that the firm cannot "sterilize" the board—that is, seriously impair its basic functions.\(^6\) Though corporate statutes provide that management by the board can be qualified to some extent by contrary provisions in the articles of incorporation,\(^6\) these provisions do not clarify how far such restrictions may go. The existence of some limitation is supported by the fact that corporate statutes explicitly permit reduction or elimination of board functions only in special provisions applying to closely held corporations.\(^6\)

59. See CHANDLER, supra note 14, ch. 13.

60. See, e.g., DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, §§ 242 (charter amendment), 251 (merger), 271 (sale of assets), 275 (dissolution) (2004); see also Lawrence A. Hammermesh, Corporate Democracy and Shareholder-Adopted By-Laws: Taking Back the Street? 73 TUL. L. REV. 409 (1998) (concluding that shareholders lack power to repeal director-adopted poison pills).

61. See Clark v. Dodge, 199 N.E. 641 (1936) (enforcing agreement concerning dividends among other things because the agreement did not unduly restrict director discretion); See also Galler v. Galler, 203 N.E.2d 577 (III. 1964) (enforcing close corporation agreement including dividend distribution provision where the provision was conditioned on a minimum earned surplus of $500,000).

62. See, e.g., DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 141(a) (2004).

63. See id. §§ 341-356. To be sure, the Delaware statute also expressly provides that its close corporation subchapter does not invalidate provisions authorized under other sections. See id. § 356. This implicitly refers back to the general authorization of contrary charter provisions. But an open-ended interpretation of this provision to permit publicly held firms to significantly dilute board power would be unwarranted as inconsistent with the statute's explicit distinction between closely held and publicly held
Fourth, the board’s power is constrained principally by broad fiduciary duties. This enables courts to fill what they perceive as gaps in corporate governance ex post at the time of litigation. In other words, courts rather than contracts determine the limits on board power.

2. Accountability

The central problem in the director primacy model is finding ways to ensure that the board, having been given exclusive power to manage the firm, exercises this power consistently with the firm’s interests rather than in their own interests or in those of the executives who most immediately control the board’s selection, tenure, and information. In other words, there is a question whether “board primacy” adequately deals with agency costs. As Stephen Bainbridge has said, “[e]stablishing the proper mix of discretion and accountability . . . emerges as the central corporate governance question.”

The important initial question is to whom the directors owe their primary allegiance. The board needs to have some specific set of interests in mind or else it will not easily reach decisions, and its decisions cannot easily be monitored, thereby exacerbating agency costs. In other words, the fact that the directors hold significant power does not necessarily answer the question of to whom the directors are accountable in exercising this power.

Most corporate scholars assume for various reasons that the interests that should matter to directors of most publicly held corporations are those of shareholders. An alternative view is that directors have responsibilities to multiple constituencies. In the most fully developed alternative account, Blair and Stout view the board as “mediating hierarchs” who respond to the interests of the various parties to the corporate contract, including creditors, suppliers, and workers. Blair argues that the corporate separation of ownership and control is designed in order to ensure that neither the shareholders nor any other party to the corporate contract controls the board.

firms and the limitation of contracting flexibility with respect to board powers.

64. See BAINBRIDGE, supra note 58, at 207.
67. For a recent article contrasting the “entity” and “property” theories of board governance, see Leo E. Strine, Jr., The Social Responsibility of Boards of Directors and Stockholders in Change of Control Transactions: Is There Any “There” There?, 75 S. CAL. L. REV. 1169 (2002).
69. See Blair, supra note 13, at 46-47.
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These two views of corporate governance mesh to some extent because efficiency demands joint maximization of the interests of all contracting parties and because parties such as workers who associate with a firm primarily as non-shareholders also own shares in the firm. Markets internalize costs, since a firm cannot ignore the interests of non-shareholders with whom it deals or these parties may take their business elsewhere. Firms accordingly may make promises to non-shareholder constituencies in order to induce reciprocal commitments.

The meshing, however, is not complete. At some point, directors must choose whose interests to serve. Moreover, the law must define managers' duties or they will have no effective duties at all. In other words, the most persuasive argument against the multiple constituencies view is based on agency costs. The reasons discussed immediately above for making shareholders the residual claimants provide a strong normative argument for making directors responsive primarily to shareholders as a default rule, although firms should be able to contract for an alternative structure.

The main question regarding corporate governance, then, is whether powerful corporate managers are adequately accountable to shareholders' interests. Theoretically, accountability is provided by, among other things, judicial review under the business judgment rule, shareholder litigation, stock-based compensation, the market for corporate control and activist shareholders. There are, however, reasons to conclude that the corporate structure outlined above, which gives substantial power to managers and little direct power to shareholders, may not be optimal for many firms because shareholders' powers to approve manager-initiated actions and to remove the directors may not be adequate to police agency costs.

Lack of shareholder power is particularly problematic where managers' interests most directly conflict with those of the shareholders, as in the case of


71. This point is illustrated by Chancellor Strine's effective "James Trains" takeover defense hypothetical. See Strine, supra note 67.

72. See Lynn A. Stout, Bad and Not-So-Bad Arguments for Shareholder Primacy, 75 S. CAL. L. REV. 1189, 1202 (2002). Stout says that the answer to this argument is ultimately empirical, based on shareholders' "revealed preferences," and these are embodied in rules such as directors' significant protection from hostile takeovers. But this confuses directors' powers and their duties in exercising these powers. See Bainbridge, supra note 65. It is also a somewhat Panglossian view that assumes corporate governance rules are optimal. As discussed below, this may not be the case, at least in part because of the law's bias toward the corporate form.

73. See infra text accompanying note 141 (discussing use of the partnership form for this purpose). To the extent that managers' responsibilities to non-shareholder constituencies are legally imposed on firms, the normative argument in the text suggests that these rules may be politically motivated. See infra text accompanying note 223.

74. See Bainbridge, supra note 58, at 206.

managerial compensation. Shareholders lack any direct control over the design of compensation. Accordingly, shareholders must rely on board supervision of managerial compensation, the managerial labor and control markets, and their power to approve or reject compensation plans that are submitted to them. But as long as managerial compensation generally meets prevailing standards, boards lack incentives to second-guess compensation of powerful executives who are otherwise performing well. Also, again as long as compensation is loosely acceptable, managerial compensation is unlikely significantly to affect the firm’s capital costs or product prices, make the firm a likely takeover target, or diminish an executive’s attractiveness to other firms. Shareholders’ voting power does them little good because it gives them the poor choice of either denying compensation to well-performing executives or acquiescing in an overly generous pay package. This leaves shareholders with their usual last resort of judicial supervision. But executive compensation is protected by the business judgment rule, and even if a court intervenes, derivative procedures are costly.

Bebchuk suggests remediying the above problems by empowering shareholders to change corporate governance arrangements, merge or sell the company, or order distributions. But this may trigger the high decision-making costs that the hierarchical corporate structure is intended to avoid. These actions involve complex business planning that cannot effectively be done by a large group, particularly given the need for vast amounts of information. Although shareholders can get guidance from experts, they must coordinate around a particular plan, and decide which experts to rely on. It is not clear what shareholders would gain by hiring more experts, who bring their own agency costs.

An alternative way to ensure more accountability to owner interests would be to give owners the power to cash out of the firm. Such a right might be given not only in response to major transactions, as under current law, but at will.


77. Managers can promote acceptability by “camouflaging” compensation – for example, by using compensation consultants. See id.


80. See Bebchuk, supra note 75.
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This would give owners significantly more than they would get from merely being able to sell their interests on the market, since the price would be determined by the value of the underlying assets—that is, without the discount resulting from mismanagement. This is, of course, essentially the right that partners have, the rejection of which marks corporate law’s significant advance over partnership law according to Blair.\(^8\) That is not to say that partnership-type dissociation rights are better in all, or even many, circumstances than corporate-type lock-in, but only that the appropriate choice between the two approaches involves sensitive tradeoffs and is not obvious.\(^8\)

### 3. Inflexibility

Because corporate governance requires balancing the benefits of delegation and hierarchy against the need for accountability, no single solution is likely to work for every firm. Reducing delegation by empowering shareholders may raise decision-making costs for some firms more than it lowers agency costs. The solution lies in enforcing firm-specific governance contracts rather than in the rigid corporate framework. For example, where ownership structure is relatively concentrated in the hands of institutional shareholders, the dangers of meddling by unsophisticated shareholders or of incoherent decision-making might be less than the agency costs of delegating significant power to managers. Also, specific limits on managers’ discretion might work better in some firms than a general allocation of governance powers.

The problem of corporate governance lies not in the default allocation of power to strong centralized managers, but in the rigidity of managers’ power. As discussed above, corporate law limits the extent to which the firm can qualify the board’s power.\(^8\) Although the board’s power is not plenary, it is subject mainly to court-imposed fiduciary duties rather than firm-specific arrangements. Corporate statutes generally restrict opting out of these fiduciary duties.\(^8\)

Corporate inflexibility is particularly evident in takeover defense cases. These cases involve a sensitive balancing process. On the one hand, enforcing takeover defenses may compromise the viability of the market for corporate control as a constraint on agency costs. On the other hand, there are many

---

\(^8\)1. The greater accountability of managers in the limited partnership form is illustrated by the fact that it was limited partnerships’ move to a corporate-style structure in which assets were locked in that triggered the most extensive federal regulation of partnerships to date. See infra text accompanying notes 213-216 (discussing regulation of limited partnership rollups).


\(^8\)3. See supra text accompanying note 61.

\(^8\)4. See DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 102(b)(7) (2004) (prohibiting opting out of breach of the duty of loyalty, acts not in good faith or involving intentional misconduct, or transactions from which the director received an “improper personal benefit”).
reasons why the parties to a firm might want to give the board ultimate say on takeovers. Shareholders may want to preserve management continuity or to empower managers to bargain for a high price. They also might be concerned that invalidating takeover defenses would force managers to defend against takeovers by engaging in value-reducing strategies that cannot effectively be regulated. And giving the shareholders the ultimate say in takeovers might be inconsistent with "team production" and other theories that stress the need to protect non-shareholder interests in order to maximize overall firm value.

Firms may choose to place takeover defenses in the corporate governance documents when they are going public, a time when shareholder choice is not obviously infected by shareholder coordination problems. Allocating control in the initial charter may not, however, be an effective strategy in all cases because firms' business and ownership configurations change over time. Thus, corporate statutes must be flexible enough to accommodate adjustments in takeover strategies in going firms.

Despite the need for firm-specific variation and adjustment, the courts have tended to apply fairly rigid rules in takeover cases. In general, they preserve substantial board power to defend against takeovers, coupled with a general fiduciary duty limiting this power that courts apply irrespective of firm-specific background rules. In other words, the courts, and not the parties to the firm, have the last word.

This tendency to restrict board power by general rule rather than specific agreement is illustrated by the Delaware supreme court's decisions in Liquid Audio and Omnicare. Prior to these decisions, the Delaware supreme court had relied mainly on its Unocal line of cases in which the courts required the board to show that in defending against a takeover they reasonably perceived a threat to the corporation and took action proportional to that threat. The court imposed more stringent standards on directors in the Revlon sale-of-control

89. See Ribstein, supra note 85; Kahan & Rock, supra note 85 (observing that firms’ arrangements are enforced, but not analyzing the effect of fiduciary duty rules on enforcement).
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setting, and in the Blasius setting, where the board took action that interfered with the shareholders’ voting power. But these tests were rarely applied to invalidate a takeover defense.

The Delaware supreme court signaled a shift in Quickturn Design Systems, Inc. v. Shapiro when it invalidated a “delayed redemption provision” because it interfered with a subsequent board’s authority to redeem a pill, thereby unduly restricting the board’s power to manage under DGCL Section 141(a). Since this case supported the board’s power, it comported with the broad interpretation of that power in previous takeover defense cases. However, it indicated that the board’s power might be limited other than by a Unocal-type fiduciary duty analysis.

Liquid Audio and Omnicare clarified this limit on board power by finding an area of inviolate shareholder control. Both cases invalidated board-approved takeover defenses on the ground that they usurped a basic shareholder function of voting on major corporate decisions. Liquid Audio overturned the directors’ expansion of the board from five to seven members in the face of a hostile bid. The bidder had two nominees for the board, who were elected, as well as a proposal to amend the bylaws to expand the board by four members, which would have given it control irrespective of the incumbent’s expansion move (i.e., six of either nine or eleven members). Since the corporation had a staggered board bylaw provision, the bidder needed to amend the bylaws to take immediate control whether or not the incumbents expanded the board. Institutional Shareholder Services had recommended voting for the bidder’s two nominees, but against giving the bidder immediate control by approving its expansion proposal. The chancery court refused to invalidate the takeover defense under the Blasius and Unocal standards because it did not materially affect the shareholders’ choices. The supreme court reversed, emphasizing evidence that the incumbents’ board expansion was done for the express purpose of preventing a change of control that might occur if the board split were closer and one or two incumbents resigned. The supreme court reasoned that the board’s action violated a basic tenet of corporate governance:

Maintaining a proper balance in the allocation of power between the stockholders’ right to elect directors and the board of directors’ right to manage the corporation is dependent upon the stockholders’ unimpeded right to vote effectively in an election of directors. This Court has repeatedly stated that, if the stockholders are not satisfied with the management or actions of their elected representatives on the board of directors, the power of corporate democracy is available to the

95. See Thompson & Smith, supra note 86, at 286-94 (discussing the “death of Unocal”).
96. 721 A.2d 1281 (Del. 1998).
97. For further discussion of the case, see infra text accompanying notes 250-54.
stockholders to replace the incumbent directors when they stand for re-election. 98

Although Liquid Audio’s structural analysis was novel, both the chancery and supreme courts relied on the general standards governing takeover defenses under Blasius and Unocal. Neither court was moved by the fact that the bylaws let the incumbents expand the board and could be amended by the shareholders to permit the bidder to take immediate control despite the board expansion. The supreme court quoted the venerable Schnell principle that “inequitable action does not become permissible simply because it is legally possible.” 99 That principle may be appropriate in a case like Schnell, which involved clear manipulation of the annual meeting date to entrench incumbents without apparent corporate purpose. But it does not necessarily justify ignoring the shareholders’ freely made governance choices.

Kahan and Rock argue in favor of the Liquid Audio result as “understood in the context of the governance structure adopted by the firm” because, although the firm had wanted minimal entrenchment, the board attempted “to confer greater entrenchment than provided for in the firm’s governance structure.” 100 But the case illustrates the risks of second-guessing the parties’ agreement. Unlike in Schnell, the board’s move made it only a little more difficult for the incumbents to take control—that is, in the specific case where incumbent directors leave or switch sides. The bylaws arguably contemplated this kind of marginal edge by letting the board add directors.

The judicial tendency to ignore the background contract was even more pronounced in Omnicare. The court refused to enforce a deal protection provision in the NCS-Genesis merger agreement requiring submission of the transaction to the shareholders over a higher Omnicare bid because directors holding two thirds of the stock had agreed to vote as shareholders for the merger. Applying Unocal, the majority reasoned that the deal protection provisions “were designed to . . . preclude the consideration of any superior transaction” and “completely prevented the board from discharging its fiduciary responsibilities to the minority stockholders when Omnicare presented its superior transaction.” 101

The court so held although the Delaware statute explicitly authorized this deal-protection provision. The legislature amended the statute in 1998 to clarify that the board could require a shareholder vote whether or not the directors continued to favor the transaction. This was after Van Gorkom held that a shareholder vote would not validate the transaction if the board withdrew its

98. Liquid Audio, 813 A.2d 1118, 1127.
100. Kahan & Rock, supra note 85, at 515.
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recommendation. Thus, the statute permitted clarification of the corporate intent in this situation, and the corporation had provided this clarification. The chancery court observed that "it is simply nonsensical to say that a board of directors abdicates its duties to manage the 'business and affairs' of a corporation under section 141(a) of the DGCL by agreeing to the inclusion in a merger agreement of a term authorized by § 251(c) of the same statute." But the supreme court stated the apparently absolute rule that "[t]he directors of a Delaware corporation have a continuing obligation to discharge their fiduciary responsibilities, as future circumstances develop, after a merger agreement is announced" and the board therefore was "required to contract for an effective fiduciary out clause to exercise its continuing fiduciary responsibilities to the minority stockholders." This fiduciary out, in the court's view, was necessarily better than letting the shareholders decide where the shareholders were also the directors.

The court's disregard of the corporate governance structure cannot be defended as effectuating the shareholders' intent. The board had effectively preserved shareholder value by making a deal with the only promising bidder at the time, Genesis, which had demanded the deal-protection provision. Although Omnicare eventually topped the locked-up Genesis bid, it is unrealistic to ignore the shareholders' benefit from enforcing deal-protection devices. As dissenting Justice Steele observed: "We should not encourage proscriptive rules that invalidate or render unenforceable precommitment strategies negotiated between two parties to a contract who will presumably, in the absence of conflicted interest, bargain intensely over every meaningful provision of a contract after a careful cost benefit analysis."

The courts, therefore, engage in a rigid structural analysis that applies equally to all corporations. They have been said to be creating a "sacred space" in which shareholders exercise inviolate rights to vote and sell. The term aptly conveys the courts' disregard of mundane day-to-day realities and specific governance terms. Moreover, firms may not find relief from these rules through explicit waiver. Since the Unocal rule addresses managers' self-interest in defending against takeovers, it is subject to the self-dealing exception to opting out of fiduciary duties. The problems of the takeover cases, moreover, are inherent in the corporate form. If the board has inviolate power to run the

103. See Omnicare, 818 A.2d 914, 937 (quoting the chancery court).
104. Id. at 939 (emphasis added).
106. Omnicare, 818 A.2d 914, 948.
107. See Thompson & Smith, supra note 86.
108. See supra note 84 and accompanying text.
company, accountability demands that there must be some equally inviolate way to preserve monitoring by the shareholders.

Thus, the corporate structure is problematic not simply because it tends to facilitate managerial rent-seeking, but also because it is excessively rigid. Firms need to be able to customize shareholders' and directors' powers to deal with firm-specific features such as ownership concentration or the nature of the firm's business. This might include not only variations on management forms, but also on the extent to which assets are locked-in under central management control or subject to partner-like cash-out. As discussed below in Part III, this flexibility is a main advantage of the contract-based partnership form.

C. The Changing Nature of the Firm

Part II.B accepts the need for strong centralized management in publicly held firms but questions the efficiency of the inflexible corporate version of centralized management. This Part shows that there is a more basic question concerning the need for the corporate-type hierarchy in modern firms.

Blair theorizes that the corporate form was used in the late 19th century so that firms could lock assets together in a tightly coordinated firm under strong central management. Blair builds on Chandler's history in which firms capitalized on developments, such as the railroad, that had vastly reduced transportation and communication costs and made large centralized organizations feasible. Firms solved the throughput problem—that is, employing modern industrial processes to ensure that everything got to the right place at the right time, including parts into automobiles and orders from Sears' warehouses to mail order customers. Blair notes that the need for tight coordination could enable owners of critical assets to "hold up" the firm. In order to avoid this problem, firms had to own warehouses, parts suppliers and other assets that were critical to producing the firms' extraordinary returns.

As several recent writers have discussed, however, the Chandlerian firm is being superseded by new technologies and market mechanisms that reduce firms' needs for centralized coordination and to own fixed assets. This is

109. As to the potential advantage of cash-out over lock-in, see supra text accompanying note 82.
110. See Blair, supra note 13.
111. See generally, CHANDLER, supra note 14.
112. See supra text accompanying notes 13-15.
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basically consistent with Chandler's story because, while Chandler sometimes
seemed to suggest in his 1977 book that he was presenting a complete picture
of industrial development, his theory is clearly contingent on prevailing
technologies and other economic conditions.\footnote{114} While centrally managed firms
are useful in providing a "buffer" that solves the asset specificity problem
where markets have not yet developed institutions that can accomplish this
task, they become less necessary after the market matures.\footnote{115} Dell, for instance,
can assemble computers just in time from parts provided by its network of
independent suppliers rather than by Dell-owned factories,\footnote{116} airlines can lease
their planes rather than owning them, and Manpower, Inc. can supply
temporary workers rather than firms having to permanently hire workers in
order to handle peak loads.\footnote{117} Suppliers, in turn, are protected from market
uncertainty and holdup by their ability to deal with many customers. All of this
is consistent with Coase's original insight that the existence of firms depends
on the transaction costs of using markets.\footnote{118}

In general, while the transaction cost balance favored strong centrally
managed firms during the Industrial Revolution, it favors looser market-based
organizations today.\footnote{119} There is therefore a wide spectrum of firm types ranging
from traditional hierarchical firms to firms that rely on spot markets or loose
networks of contracts. This means that even the most traditional Chandlerian
firms need flexibility to change with the times, and that there are many non-
Chandlerian firms for which new approaches to governance may be
appropriate. New-economy firms may own minimal hard assets, relying instead
on contracts with suppliers such as Infosys (programming) and Flextronics
(manufacturing electronics devices). If these firms have lower costs, they will
tend to out-compete more traditional firms.

Another important development is firms' greater reliance on skilled
workers than on hard assets. Power therefore devolves to the workforce rather
than concentrating in middle managers. This produces organizational structures

\footnotesize \textit{HISTORY OF A REVOLUTIONARY IDEA} 131 (Modern Library, 2003) (noting that "[t]he story of the
compny in the last quarter of the twentieth century is of a structure being unbundled"). See also id. at 142-46, 183-84 (discussing the rise of the "virtual" company and networks); William A. Klein & G.
Mitu Gulati, A Case Study of Collaborative Production Under High Uncertainty: Economic
Organization in the Construction Industry, 1 BERKELEY BUS. L.J. 137 (2004) (describing roles of firms,
markets, and contracts in the construction industry).

\footnote{114} See CHANDLER, supra note 14, at 376 (noting that the modern business enterprise was an
"organizational response to fundamental changes in processes of production and distribution made
possible by new sources of energy and by the increasing application of scientific knowledge to industrial
technology"). See also Langlois, Larger Frame, supra note 113.

\footnote{115} See Langlois, supra note 113.

\footnote{116} See Lamoreaux et al., supra note 113.

\footnote{117} See Langlois, supra note 113, at 372.

\footnote{118} See Coase, supra note 3.

\footnote{119} See MICKLETHWAIT & WOOLDRIDGE, supra note 113, at 182 (discussing the balance between
transaction and hierarchy costs).
that are "flatter" than the vertical hierarchies of the Chandlerian firm, involve
greater reliance on incentive compensation throughout the organization, and
make less distinction between owners and managers. 120

The evolution of the firm has important implications for governance. The
Chandlerian firm brought significant assets together under central management
whose job was to engage in planning that would mitigate market uncertainties.
Managers accordingly had to have broad powers to decide what to do with the
assets and when and whether to sell them or distribute them to the shareholders.
Thus, Chandler sees as a critical event James Duke's refusal to distribute
 dividends despite the insistence of the large shareholders sitting on his board.121
But in more developed markets, firms' value no longer necessarily depends on
strict enforcement of director primacy. Instead, the development of market-
based buffering mechanisms means that efficient governance choices can be
expected to vary more from firm to firm.

Despite these fundamental changes in firms' structure, there has been little
apparent move from the corporate form. Part IV considers an explanation for
this persistence of incorporation—that the law locks publicly held firms into
the corporate form in order to further rent-seeking by politicians and corporate
managers.

D. The Concession Theory and Regulation

Corporations originated as state-created monopolies that business people
purchased from lawmakers, endowed with particular powers. 122 Thus, Chief
Justice Marshall in Dartmouth College characterized a corporation as "an
artificial being, invisible, intangible, and existing only in contemplation of law.
Being the mere creature of law, it possesses only those properties which the
charter of its creation confers upon it, either expressly, or as incidental to its
very existence."123 This state-creation characterization effectively sets a
presumption in favor of regulating corporations that does not apply to other
business associations or contracts. 124

The idea of the corporation as a legal creation lends itself not only to
regulation, but also to reduced constitutional constraints on regulation. As

120. See Raghuram G. Rajan & Julie A. Wulf, The Flattening Firm: Evidence from Panel Data on
(last visited Nov. 14, 2004).
121. See CHANDLER, supra note 14, at 387. Similarly, Henry Ford's retention of earnings gave rise
122. See generally Henry N. Butler, Nineteenth-Century Jurisdictional Competition in the Granting
of Corporate Privileges, 14 J. LEGAL STUD. 129 (1985).
124. See Henry N. Butler & Larry E. Ribstein, Opting Out of Fiduciary Duties: A Response to the
Anti-Contractarians, 65 WASH. L. REV. 1, 8-10, 64 (1990) (discussing the concession theory and
presumption in favor of regulation).
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"mere" creatures of law, corporations need not be given the same constitutional rights accorded individuals. Thus, while Justice Marshall in *Dartmouth College* applied the Contracts Clause of the Constitution to corporations, this application was soon qualified by the states' ability to reserve the power to amend statutes retroactively. This effectively lets states transfer wealth from politically weak shareholders to politically strong managers. For example, state anti-takeover statutes resulted from direct lobbying of corporate managers, and reduced the value of corporate shares by limiting shareholders' key right to transfer control in hostile takeovers.

The entity theory of the corporation also provides a basis for constraining corporate political activity. Individuals' political speech, including speech in the form of political campaign contributions, receives high-level First Amendment protection. But when this political activity is characterized as that of the corporate "entity," it loses this strong protection unless the corporation is in a narrow category of firms that are deemed to express shareholders' views. Moreover, constitutional protection of corporate speech may be further reduced to the extent that courts characterize the speech of corporate entities as commercial, and therefore entitled only to a lower level of protection.

To be sure, the state-creation theory has had payoffs for corporations. Most notably, it smooths the way toward the internal affairs rule in choice of law, which ensures that a corporation's internal governance is controlled by the incorporating, or creating, state regardless of where the corporation does business. The internal affairs rule, in turn, has enabled jurisdictional competition, a powerful force in adapting corporate law to the needs of publicly held firms. Thus, the concession theory of the corporation might be viewed as a tradeoff for corporate advantages. But this begs the question of whether there was ever any normative justification for encumbering corporate advantages


with increased regulatory burden. Part IV provides a political explanation of the regulatory burden on corporate features.

III. THE PARTNERSHIP ALTERNATIVE

As discussed above, the corporate form has both costs and benefits for publicly held firms. Accordingly, it is not obvious whether such firms would be better off organizing as partnerships than as corporations. In order to address this question, Part III.A discusses some advantages of a default partnership structure for publicly held firms, while Parts III.B and III.C discuss benefits attributable to the flexibility of the partnership form.

A. Partnership Structure

As discussed above,¹ the corporate form is suited to publicly held firms in providing for limited liability, free transferability, continuity, and centralized management. In some respects, however, the structure of partnership-type business forms is actually better adapted to modern firms than the rigid corporate structure. Most importantly, partnership-type firms offer an agreement-centered approach to centralized management that provides flexibility and adaptability. These features suit the trend toward markets, flatter hierarchies and networks of contracts and away from the strong central management of the integrated Chandlerian firm.²

Partnership-type statutes provide for two alternative default approaches to centralized management. Firms that want clear separation of ownership and control can choose the limited partnership in which all management power is allocated to general partners, while limited partners are basically glorified creditors with only such voting rights as are provided in the limited partnership agreement.³ The limited partnership form until recently had terms that inhibited its use by many firms, particularly including the personal liability of the general partners and of any limited partners who participated in control.⁴ Limited partnerships long have been able to minimize the effect of this rule by having corporate general partners. Limited partnership statutes also mitigate control liability with myriad safe harbors and by precluding liability unless limited partners represent themselves as general partners.⁵ This flexibility has been clarified recently by permitting limited partnerships to organize as limited liability limited partnerships (LLLPs) with full limited liability, and by statutes

---

¹ See supra Part I.B.
² See supra Part II.C.
³ See RULPA § 302.
⁴ See id. § 303.
⁵ Id.
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that eliminate limited partners' liability for participating in control. 136

Firms that want a more flexible form of centralized management than
limited partnership offers can organize as limited liability companies and
choose to be managed by managers. Under this structure, firms can concentrate
the power to bind in a few individuals designated as managers while adopting
any internal structure it prefers. Alternatively, firms can be member-managed
but place internal management power in some members—perhaps even calling
these members “managers.” 137

These partnership structures provide important alternatives to the rigid,
corporate-type centralized management structure. In particular, partnership-
type statutes neither require nor even provide for an all-powerful and
independent monitoring board, although partnerships can contract for such a
mechanism. Managers of partnership-type firms accordingly derive their power
from the specific agreement rather than from the fundamental architecture of
the firm, as in the corporate context. In interpreting the extent of the managers’
power, courts therefore have to refer to this agreement.

Moreover, partnerships are conducive to owner control of distributions.
These provisions have been influenced by partnership taxation, which is
imposed on partners based on earnings at the partnership level irrespective of
whether these earnings are distributed. Compelling distribution of earnings
effectively constrains agency costs while reflecting the reduced need for
centralized control over corporate assets discussed above. 138

Partnership structure is particularly well-adapted to modern firms that rely
more on skilled human capital than on fixed assets. 139 In order to retain their
key workers, such firms may have to give them more than the limited
participation in profits that is involved in typical corporate stock options. Firms
may have to promise workers real participation in management, analogous to
the promotion to partner in law firms after workers have served an
apprenticeship in which they have proved their loyalty and worth. 140 Rather
than relying on self-interested Blair-Stout-type “mediating hierarchs” to choose
to take the interests of multiple constituencies into account, 141 partnership-type
firms give workers real control by making them partners or managing
members.

Firms with passive owners who contribute only capital and not services

136. All of these changes are embodied in the 2001 revision of the Uniform Limited Partnership
Act. See generally, ALAN R. BROMBERG & LARRY E. RIBSTEIN, BROMBERG AND RIBSTEIN ON LLPS,
RUPA AND ULPA (2003 ed.), ch. 9 (discussing this revision).
137. See generally RIBSTEIN & KEATINGE, supra note 44, ch. 8.
138. See supra Part II.C.
139. See Rajan & Wulf, supra note 120, at 33-35 (noting evidence of the relationship between
flatter management hierarchies and declining value of fixed assets per employee).
140. Id. at 33.
141. See supra text accompanying note 68.
would want to empower managers to make significant decisions, such as the sale of the company. But even these firms would not necessarily want to adopt the corporate model in which some veto power is necessarily reserved to owners. Rather, such firms might want to choose the limited partnership form and rely on specific contractual controls on managerial discretion, such as those included in the *Gotham* agreement discussed below.\(^{142}\) In this setting, the key partnership attribute is not necessarily a superior default structure, but greater flexibility to take account of firm-specific needs in governance arrangements.

B. The Contractibility of Partnership

In contrast to corporations, which historically have been treated as creatures of law and therefore have been particularly vulnerable to regulation,\(^{143}\) partnerships do not bear the legacy of the concession theory. Indeed, partnerships historically were viewed as "aggregates" of the partners rather than as legal entities, and this theory survived to some extent in the Uniform Partnership Act (UPA).\(^{144}\) For example, partnership property was formally characterized as belonging to the partners individually, though the partners as a group held all the important rights in the property.\(^{145}\) To be sure, partnerships, like other legal business forms, have what Hansmann and Kraakman have termed the "essential" entity feature of partitioning the business and its assets from partners' personal affairs and creditors.\(^{146}\) Indeed, partnership statutes now clearly characterize partnerships and partnership-type firms as legal entities.\(^{147}\) However, except to the extent that the continuity of the firm's operations requires entity treatment, the fundamental legal rights connected with partnerships are viewed as residing in the individual members.

The contractual nature of the partnership is clearly evident in partnership governance. Partners' rights and duties among themselves are explicitly subject to contrary consent or agreement in the 1914 Act,\(^ {148}\) and at least presumptively so in the 1997 Act, which provides that the agreement controls except as to specific categories of provisions.\(^ {149}\) The partnership agreement can allocate
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142. See infra text accompanying notes 159-68.
143. See supra Part II.D.
144. See generally BROMBERG & RIBSTEIN, supra note 20, at § 1.03(b).
145. See supra text accompanying note 28.
146. See Hansmann & Kraakman, supra note 2, at 390.
147. See RUPA § 201; ULLCA § 201. There is, however, some residual confusion on this score. See BROMBERG & RIBSTEIN, supra note 20, § 1.03. This is reflected in the Supreme Court's holding that a limited partnership is a citizen of all states where members reside for purposes of diversity jurisdiction, in contrast to corporate citizenship in a single state irrespective of where shareholders reside. See Carden v. Arkoma Assocs., 494 U.S. 185 (1990); RIBSTEIN & KEATINGE, supra note 44, at § 10.06 (discussing application of Carden to LLCs).
148. See UPA §§ 18, 21.
149. See RUPA § 103.
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power between managers and owners\(^{150}\) by providing, among other things, for procedures for conflicting interest and other transactions,\(^{151}\) management and governance arrangements,\(^{152}\) and variations in transferability of shares.\(^{153}\) Accordingly, partnerships permit nuanced and firm-specific variations in governance rather than the general structural rules and ex post judicial pronouncements that characterize corporate law.

Most importantly, there is substantial authority enforcing contractual limits on fiduciary duties in partnerships and limited liability companies.\(^{154}\) In general, fiduciary duties potentially permit open-ended ex post judicial manipulation of agreements, often to fit a particular pre-conceived notion of how the firm is governed. But flexibility has become especially important as corporate-style mandatory fiduciary duties no longer suit modern business structures.\(^{155}\) For example, the corporate opportunities doctrine assumes that firms are collections of hard assets with rigid boundaries, so that opportunities readily can be assigned to particular firms, and that opportunities are best exploited by firms rather than their employees. But these assumptions do not hold for flexible, market-based firms that rely more on human capital than on hard assets.\(^{156}\) This puts a premium on firms' ability to allocate business opportunities by contract rather than being locked into mandatory fiduciary duties.

Delaware is even more explicit than the general law in enforcing partnership agreements. Its non-corporate business association statutes provide that "[i]t is the policy of this chapter to give maximum effect to the principle of freedom of contract and to the enforceability of... agreements."\(^{157}\) Consistent with this provision, Vice Chancellor Strine has opined that Delaware courts "will not be tempted by the piteous pleas of limited partners who are seeking to escape the consequences of their own decisions to become investors in a partnership whose general partner has clearly exempted itself from traditional fiduciary duties. The [Act] puts investors on notice that fiduciary duties may be altered by partnership agreements, and therefore that investors should be

\(^{150}\) See supra Part II.B.

\(^{151}\) See infra text accompanying notes 159-166; RUPA § 103(b)(3) (providing for certain types of agreements restricting the duty of loyalty).

\(^{152}\) See BROMBERG & RIBSTEIN, supra note 20, at § 6.03.

\(^{153}\) See id. § 3.05(c); In re Asian Yard Partners, No. 95-333-PJW, 1995 WL 1781675 (Bankr. D. Del. Sept. 1995) (interpreting complex provisions on assignment of limited partnership interests).


\(^{155}\) See supra Part II.C.

\(^{156}\) See Savitt, supra note 113.

\(^{157}\) See DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 6, §§ 1413 (Workers Cooperative Act), 15-103 (General Partnership Act), 17-1101 (Limited Partnership Act), 18-1101 (LLC Act); DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 12, § 3823 (statutory trusts).
careful to read partnership agreements before buying units. In large measure, the [act] reflects the doctrine of *caveat emptor* ... 158

The Delaware approach to partnerships is evident in the Delaware supreme court’s *Gotham* limited partnership case. 159 The general partner’s parent corporation had acquired limited partnership units in an odd lot tender offer. The transaction effectively entrenched the general partner because it increased the parent’s stake to almost the one third vote needed to remove the general partner. The agreement authorized the general partner to *issue* new partnership units at a price set by a formula in the provision (the five-day market average). Directors unaffiliated with the general partner approved the odd lot offer at a price determined by the formula. The agreement provided for *non-issuance* transactions (including resales) with the general partner or its affiliate on terms substantially equivalent to those obtainable from an unaffiliated third party upon approval by an independent audit committee. The court held that the transaction was a resale subject to this fairness standard because the parties had treated it as such, and that it did not comply with the agreement’s provisions applying to such a transaction because it was not approved by an audit committee or purchased on terms obtainable from an independent third party.

Thus, relying on the freedom-of-contract provision in the limited partnership statute, the court worked through the standard in the agreement applicable to the transaction at issue. The agreement in effect traded off governance procedures and judicial review. An issuance of new securities involved valuation problems, but these were dealt with by applying a formula. Despite the pricing provision, there was a potential concern with voting dilution that was dealt with by a limited partner vote. 160 Resale of existing market-traded interests presented less of a pricing issue except to the extent the transaction was with insiders. The agreement addressed the conflicting interest problem directly through independent review under an arms-length standard. In short, the duties of the general partner’s affiliate were not determined according to some mandatory aspect of partnership structure, but rather by the contractual provisions applicable to the specific transaction at issue (i.e., the resale).

The *Gotham* court opined in dictum that the freedom-of-contract provision did not let the parties *eliminate* fiduciary duties, as the chancery court had suggested. This indicates that there may be a case in which the court deems that
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the agreement provides inadequate protection and mandatory fiduciary duties come into play.161 But the important point for present purposes is that the court's analysis started with the agreement, and the narrow qualifying dictum suggests that the analysis will end there, too, in all but the exceptional case in which the parties seek to eliminate fiduciary duties. Thus, for example, the opinion suggests that, under the circumstances of the case, the general partner could have entrenched itself had it followed the procedures for a non-issuance transaction and obtained audit committee approval of an arms' length third-party price, even without a limited partner vote.

Similarly, in Marriott Hotel Properties II Ltd. Partnership,162 the Delaware chancery court held that a general partner had no affirmative Unocal duty to protect the limited partners in connection with a tender offer by the general partner's parent in light of the partnership's specific structure and purpose as simply a Marriott hotel financing arm. The court observed that "the limited partners neither expected nor had any right to expect, that the General Partner or its directors would seek to act independently of [the parent corporation] Host in relation to the Offer."163

Also, in In re Nantucket Island Associates Ltd. Partnership Unitholders Litigation,164 Vice Chancellor Strine held, again after a careful review of interrelated provisions in the partnership agreement, that a general partner breached a limited partnership agreement by amending the agreement to allow it to issue new senior partnership units without the limited partners' consent. The court noted that, although the agreement could have authorized this sort of "blank check" issuance, it did not do so:

This case therefore stands as yet another example of how important it is to draft limited partnership agreements carefully. Although our law permits a limited partnership agreement to invest far-ranging authority in a general partner, it also requires a clear and unambiguous articulation of that authority so that investors are given fair warning of the deal they are making by buying units. When a general partner drafts an agreement that is susceptible to more than one reasonable interpretation, the one most favorable to the public investors will be given effect.165

The agreement let the general partner sell additional units without limited partner consent "on such terms and conditions, and additional Limited Partners shall have such rights and obligations, as the Managing General Partner shall determine."166 The agreement provided for amendment with limited partner

161. See Ribstein, supra note 154. The Delaware legislature responded to Gotham by clarifying that the agreement can provide for elimination of fiduciary duties and liabilities, other than "the implied contractual covenant of good faith and fair dealing." RULPA - General Amendments, ch. 265, § 15, tit. 6, § 17-1101, Del. Laws 265 (effective August 1, 2004).
163. Id. at 17, n.69.
164. 810 A.2d 351 (Del. Ch. 2002).
165. Id. at 361.
166. Id. at 361-62 (quoting Section 4.3 of the agreement).
consent in certain situations, including when the amendment adversely affects limited partner rights other than as permitted by the foregoing provision. The court held that this exception did not permit unilateral amendment with sufficient clarity to meet the interpretation standard quoted above, particularly in light of commercial practice requiring blank check authority to be made explicit.167

Compare these cases with the corporate cases discussed above.168 Managers' power to run partnerships is determined solely by "reasonable interpretation" of the agreement rather than by a general principle that the board should have extensive power to run the firm. If the agreement does empower the managers, this power is not subject to the "sacred space" of owner exit and voice rights.169 At least in the leading state of Delaware, the agreement may modify both loyalty and care duties, not merely the duty of care as in Delaware corporate law.170 Delaware's prohibition on eliminating fiduciary duties only preserves only a small space for judicial power when the court determines that the agreement has failed to serve the parties' objectives.

C. Flexibility and Regulation

The flexibility of the partnership form discussed above in this Part not only affects internal governance arrangements, but also might make it harder for government to regulate partnerships. In other words, partnership forms facilitate regulatory "arbitrage," thereby reducing government's ability to exercise monopoly power over these features. Indeed, the limited partnership was born in arbitrage, as a way to avoid usury laws.171 Moreover, even apart from arbitrage opportunities created by multiple forms, government cannot easily regulate partnership governance when important issues such as the existence of a separate board of directors, limited partner voting rights, and transferability of management rights are inherently subject to firm-specific agreements.172

Regulation of governance across different business forms presents at least two problems for regulators. First, such regulation is more difficult to draft, as

167. This contrasts with the Delaware Supreme Court's landmark holding on poison pills, which upheld the then-novel issuance of flip-over poison pill rights. Moran v. Household Int'l, Inc., 500 A.2d 1346 (Del. 1985). The court settled the board power issue quickly through an extremely broad reading of the board's power to issue rights and preferred stock in connection with those rights under 8 Del. Code title 8, sections 157 and 151(g), respectively. Consistent with the general approach in corporate cases, the court focused on the general allocation of power between directors and shareholders in responding to takeovers.

168. See supra Part II.B.3.
169. See Thompson & Smith, supra note 86.
170. See supra note 84 and accompanying text.
171. See Bromberg & Ribstein, supra note 26, at § 1.02(a).
172. See supra Part III.B.
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Legislators and regulators must find a way to apply the regulation to many different governance devices. An example of the difficulty of adapting regulation designed for corporations to flexible partnership structures is a case involving the application of the derivative suit device to a hedge fund organized as a limited partnership in which partners incurred injuries directly through their capital accounts. Chancellor Chandler observed:

[W]hereas corporations are largely creatures of statute with some limited contractual flexibility, limited partnerships offer greater contractual flexibility with only a few statutory constraints. Consequently, the structure and function of a limited partnership is sometimes analogous to the corporate model with the limited partners having similar rights and responsibilities as corporate shareholders and the general partner acting in much the same capacity as a corporate board of directors—but not necessarily so. Application of corporate law rules to disputes related to a limited partnership necessitates a bit of flexibility. This is true because the facts unique to a limited partnership dispute include the contents of the limited partnership agreement—how it specifies or modifies the entity's function and structure and the rights and responsibilities of the general and limited partners . . . . In some instances, the relationships among the parties and the function and structure of the partnership itself may diverge from the corporate model so dramatically that some claims, which in a corporate context might be classified as derivative, must be brought as direct claims in order to enable the injured parties to recover while preventing a windfall to individuals or entities whose interests were not injured.

Second, having to shape the regulation to cover additional business forms gives interest groups an opportunity to lobby for different rules in the partnership context than those that apply to corporations. Drafting glitches or political compromises, in turn, can enable firms to exploit differences in treatment in their drafting and planning. The other pressures toward partnership discussed above in this Part suggest that choice of form is increasingly on the margin, and therefore even a small increase in federal regulation may be enough to push some firms toward a potential partnership escape hatch.

The malleable nature of partnerships already has undercut the extension of the corporate tax to partnership-type firms. Congress and the IRS attempted through the tax classification rules to identify features that would subject firms to the corporate tax. But state variations on the partnership form, particularly LLCs, made it too hard to maintain a coherent distinction between the two

174. This was evident in early corporate history, as antitrust laws first caused firms to avoid cartels in favor of New Jersey holding companies, and then to avoid holding companies in favor of unitary operating companies. See CHANDLER, supra note 14, at 333-34.
175. These rules at first were slanted against a firm's being a partnership because partnership-type firms were trying to reduce their taxes by taking advantage of tax breaks that were intended for corporations. The case that prompted the initial classification rules was United States v. Kintner, where the I.R.S. unsuccessfully sought to characterize a professional corporation as a partnership. 216 F.2d 418 (9th Cir. 1954).
types of entities. This effectively forced the IRS to adopt the "check the box" rule, thereby permitting partnerships to decide for themselves how they want to be taxed.176

Something similar could happen with regard to federal securities regulation. The federal securities laws do not explicitly apply to particular business forms. Instead, they regulate all firms whose interests fit within the broad definition of a "security."177 This limits firms' ability to avoid federal regulation of corporate governance simply by choosing their standard form or state of incorporation. Thus, the federal securities laws clearly apply to at least some partnerships and limited liability companies, particularly if they have centralized management and are publicly traded.178 Nevertheless, partnership forms have given at least closely-held member-managed firms a limited opportunity to opt out of the securities laws altogether by choosing governance rules that do not fit the definition of a "security."179

Avoidance could increase as federal securities regulation expands beyond its traditional disclosure roots and regulates substantive corporate governance, which was previously the province of state law.180 Such substantive regulation includes regulation of takeovers through the Williams Act,181 bookkeeping through the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act,182 insider trading and other insider misconduct through Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5,183 and the omnibus regulation in Sarbanes-Oxley.184 This body of federal law is making state law and state jurisdictional competition increasingly irrelevant.185

Regulation of corporate governance also may expand in effect through


177. See, e.g., SEC v. W.J. Howey Co., 328 U.S. 293 (1946) (holding that sale of portions of an orange grove was covered by securities laws).

178. See BRUMBERG & RIBSTEIN, supra note 20, §§ 2.13(e), 12.14 (discussing application of securities laws to partnerships); RIBSTEIN & KEATINGE, supra note 44, § 14.02 (discussing application of federal securities laws to LLCs).
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stock exchange rules. The stock exchanges long have regulated the governance
of listed firms, beginning even before enactment of the federal securities
laws.186 This regulation extends to listed non-corporate firms.187 This regulation
might technically be viewed as quasi-contractual in the sense that firms are free
to choose where to list. Thus, firms that oppose control of governance need not
take the drastic step of changing their form—they can, at least theoretically,
choose to list on a less restrictive exchange. Accordingly, given the threat of
loss of listings, exchanges might be expected to refrain from broad cross-form
regulation. Firms' ability to avoid exchange regulation of governance by
delisting seemingly was brought home when, in response to a more liberal
NASDAQ rule, the New York Stock Exchange was forced to drop its
prohibition on dual-class stock. When the SEC moved to prohibit such
competition by adopting Rule 19c-4,188 it was shot down for exceeding its
authority under the securities laws.189 Yet the SEC seemingly ultimately had its
way when it persuaded the exchanges to agree to prohibit dual-class stock.190

Since the Rule 19c-4 flap, the SEC has sought to use its power over the
exchanges as a lever to persuade the exchanges to act together to adopt other
regulation of substantive corporate governance.191 The SEC recently approved
NYSE and NASDAQ rules regarding shareholder voting on compensation
plans,192 noting that the rules would provide "clear and uniform standards for
shareholder approval of equity compensation plans."193 Also, following
prodding by then-SEC chair Harvey Pitt in February, 2002,194 the NYSE and
NASDAQ adopted governance rules that would, among other things, require
boards to have a majority of independent directors and would define
independence.195

The expansion of federal regulation directly and through exchanges may
give firms an additional impetus to avoid the federal securities laws by choice
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186. See Robert B. Thompson, Collaborative Corporate Governance: Listing Standards, State Law
187. An example is the American Stock Exchange voting rule applied in Gotham. See supra note
161 and accompanying text.
191. See Thompson, supra note 186, at 977-78 (characterizing the interaction between the SEC and
the exchanges as a "forum approach").
LEXIS 1540 (June 30, 2003).
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Nov. 14, 2004).
195. See NYSE Final Corporate Governance Rules, at
of form. Foreign firms have already indicated decreased willingness to cross-list in the U.S. in the wake of Sarbanes-Oxley. The SEC may have avoided even more extensive defections by deciding not to extend the full force of the Sarbanes-Oxley audit committee rules to foreign firms. Also, some U.S. public firms are taking advantage of the ability to avoid federal regulation by falling below the securities’ laws minimum size or “float” for mandatory registration.

Will increased federal regulation lead to a move away from incorporation? As federal law reaches beyond disclosure into the details of governance, it becomes increasingly sensitive to variations among forms in governance rules. This may not be a problem for regulating corporate governance because the inflexibility and standardization of the corporate form lets regulators reach most firms simply by identifying the formal device being regulated, such as the board of directors. However, as discussed above, regulating across business forms presents special problems.

There are recent examples indicating these problems of expanding federal securities regulation into control of internal governance. First, what if a firm does not have a board of directors? The SEC ultimately exempted such firms from the audit committee requirement if their activities are “limited to passively owning or holding (as well as administering and distributing amounts in respect of) securities, rights, collateral or other assets on behalf of or for the benefit of the holders of the listed securities.”

Second, how do strict rules regarding director independence apply to partnerships where the relevant board is that of the corporate general partner or manager that is a closely held corporation? In this situation the directors are inherently not independent of the shareholders who control the corporate partner and appoint its directors. The SEC ultimately recognized this when it dropped the rule that a director would be an “affiliated person” if it is the “designee” of an affiliate.

Third, the New York Stock Exchange has gone further in acknowledging the problem of regulating non-corporate entities in amending its proposed corporate governance rule to provide that “[d]ue to their unique attributes”

196. See Craig Karmin, Foreign Firms Lose the Urge To Sell Stock in U.S. Market, WALL ST. J., July 24, 2003, at C1; See also Ribstein, supra note 180 (discussing foreign firms’ reduced incentive to cross-list in the U.S.). But see Michael A. Perino, American Corporate Reform Abroad: Sarbanes-Oxley and the Foreign Private Investor, 4 EUR. BUS. ORG. L. REV. 213 (2003) (arguing that Sarbanes-Oxley is unlikely to significantly deter cross-listing).

197. See Ribstein, supra note 180 (discussing and analyzing the SEC rules).


199. See supra text accompanying note 175.


201. See id. § 240.10A-3(b)(1)(iv)(E)(i).
limited partnerships need not comply with rules requiring listed companies to have a majority of independent directors and certain committees to have entirely independent directors. The Exchange observed that "partnerships are managed by a general partner rather than by a board of directors," and therefore that only the corporate general partner can be subject to these standards.

Extending regulation into corporate governance faces another test with the SEC’s proposed rule to require firms to implement direct nomination of directors by shareholders. The rule is explicitly subject to applicable state law not prohibiting such direct nomination. This would present complications for corporations in determining the precise state law that would satisfy the condition. More importantly for present purposes, it is not clear how the rule would be applied to publicly held partnerships.

To be sure, courts and regulators may resist evasion of federal regulation through publicly traded partnerships. Thus, when manager entrenchment topped the regulatory agenda, the SEC and ultimately the exchanges refused to permit firms to entrench managers by moving to the non-standard governance form of dual-class stock. Analogously, the Supreme Court recently crafted a rule that attempts to apply the employment discrimination laws irrespective of the form of the firm. These moves suggest that, when the regulatory stakes are high enough, regulators will try to foreclose arbitrage moves.

There are, however, inherent limits on the extent to which the governance of firms can be regulated where business forms eliminate convenient regulatory handles. Management and control can be allocated in nearly infinite ways, as illustrated by the broad range of business forms that states have developed. Firms might have several management layers, as with the corporate general partner control of limited partnerships. Firms such as limited partnerships could have a "board of directors" with merely advisory power while another body (or bodies) within the firm holds shares of real power. For example, in Simpson v. Ernst & Young, the firm claimed that plaintiff was a partner and therefore not subject to the employment discrimination laws. This determination turned in part on the plaintiff’s control. Plaintiff could vote for members of an "Advisory Council," but the court held that the real power was in the "Management

205. Id. at 60787-88.
207. See 17 C.F.R. § 240, supra note 188.
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Committee,” whose members were selected by the Chairman, who in turn was selected by the Management Committee.

Moreover, the problems of determining voting rights, or even who can be considered an “owner,” are potentially more complicated than what the SEC and the exchanges faced regarding dual-class voting. For example, whose voting rights should be regulated in a firm that has general partners, a limited partner and holders of fractions of a limited partnership interest? Courts, legislators and regulators could define the kinds of transactions or entities regulated by structure rather than name. But it will be difficult for them to avoid drawing lines that invite regulatory arbitrage. Thus, although the Court’s employment discrimination test focuses on control, choice of form may prove to be relevant to the level of control, as well as to other features cited in the test the Court applied, including “[w]hether the parties intended that the individual be an employee, as expressed in written agreements or contracts.”

Courts may develop rules of thumb differentiating among business forms, and Congress may have to clarify the law.

Finally, some indication of how Congress will have to approach regulating partnerships can be inferred from the most comprehensive federal regulation of partnerships so far, the Limited Partnership Rollup Reform Act of 1993 and the SEC’s rollup disclosure rules in Regulation S-K. The Act and rules are intended to address the specific problem of limited partnership rollups which, after Congress’ decision to tax publicly traded limited partnerships as corporations, turned into financial disasters because investors bought the interests based on tax benefits and distributions that did not materialize. The rollups promised the liquidity of a public market for interests in the firm in exchange for heavily discounted prices, large fees, and removing the investors’ right to cash out of the firm. Although the statute regulates both disclosure and the terms of the transactions, including fees and dissenters’ rights, it reaches only a narrowly defined set of transactions. Most importantly, the rule applies only to “finite-life” entities—i.e., those that have a policy of distributing rather

210. See Clackamas, 538 U.S. at 450.
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than reinvesting assets. As the SEC said in proposing its initial rollup rule, "the definition of roll-up transaction has been more precisely tailored to target those transactions that raise the concerns addressed by the rules." Thus, the most comprehensive federal regulation of partnership governance was carefully designed to apply only to a limited category of vehicles involving a precisely delineated problem.

IV. A POLITICAL THEORY OF THE CORPORATE FORM

This Article so far indicates that publicly held firms could get appropriate default rules with less regulatory burden and more flexibility if they selected partnership standard forms such as limited partnership or centrally managed limited liability companies. Yet while this has been the case for some time, there is no discernable move to partnership by mainstream publicly held firms outside of specific industries such as real estate. If incorporation is inefficient for many firms, why does it continue to dominate? This Part discusses a rent-seeking explanation for the corporation. Publicly held firms select the corporate form not entirely because of its inherent advantages, but rather at least in part because they are channeled into it by regulation and tax laws. The corporate form assists government regulation of firms because, as discussed above, the corporation always has been considered a creature of state law and because its inflexibility makes it easier for regulators to craft restrictions.

Part IV.A discusses how this regulation serves politicians' and managers' interests. Part IV.B discusses how the corporate form has been protected by direct regulation. Part IV.C discusses the roles of tax considerations in explaining the persistence of incorporation.

A. The Relevant Interest Groups

This Section discusses the incentives of the main political actors in preserving regulation of corporate features. Politicians seek not only to assist interest groups that favor regulation, but also to preserve their own power to transfer rents. Corporate managers and shareholders might be expected to resist profit-reducing regulation. But regulation of the corporate form serves the best organized group—corporate managers—by helping them to a bigger slice of

216. See 15 U.S.C. § 78n(h)(5)(A) (2004) (excluding from regulation, inter alia, "a transaction that involves only a limited partnership or partnerships having an operating policy or practice of retaining cash available for distribution and reinvesting proceeds from the sale, financing, or refinancing of assets in accordance with such criteria as the Commission determines appropriate"); 17 C.F.R. § 229.901(b)(2)(i) (2004) (defining "finite-life" entity).


219. See supra Part II.D.
state regulators could earn political favors by making or blocking changes in general incorporation statutes just as they did by selling special charters. This is particularly true for changes that affect existing contracts, and thus do not give affected parties an opportunity to mitigate wealth transfers. A prominent example is the anti-takeover statutes of the late 1980's. Another is the Bubble Act, which was favored by, among others, the South Sea Company's backers who were concerned about competition for capital by the non-chartered joint stock, or "bubble," companies that imitated the South Sea Company's financial structure.

Second, regulation of corporate governance helps prevent publicly held firms from becoming a powerful rival to government, and therefore lawmakers. For example, some states have enacted statutes permitting or requiring directors to take account of non-shareholder constituencies in corporate control transactions. Also, federal law, particularly the shareholder proposal rule, encourages non-shareholder constituencies to participate directly in corporate governance. Firms are induced to regulate themselves, or at least not lobby actively against business regulation, thereby lowering the lobbying costs of advocates of regulation.

Third, regulation of business forms inhibits the regulatory arbitrage opportunities discussed above. The freer firms are to choose among alternative business forms, the harder it is to regulate the governance of firms.

The main group that could be expected to oppose increased regulation of firms' governance is managers. Corporate managers have common objectives regarding corporate governance and can coordinate through organizations such as the Business Roundtable. They also have a strong incentive to oppose fetters on the business that would reduce profit-making opportunities and, indirectly, managers' share of corporate wealth.

220. See Butler & Ribstein, supra note 125.
221. See Butler, supra note 126.
222. See Henry N. Butler, General Incorporation in Nineteenth Century England: Interaction of Common Law and Legislative Processes, 6 INT'L. REV. L. & ECON. 169, 172–73 (1986) (arguing that the key group was Parliament, which was concerned about the value of its chartering business); RON HARRIS, INDUSTRIALIZING ENGLISH LAW: ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND BUSINESS ORGANIZATION, 1720–1844, at 64–79 (Cambridge University Press, 2000) (stating that the key proponent of the Act was the South Sea Company itself, particularly regarding the exemption for subscriptions of the South Sea Company).
223. See, e.g., 805 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN. 5/8-85 (West 2004); IND. CODE ANN. § 23-1-35-1(d) (West 2004); MO. ANN. STAT. § 351.347 (West 2004); N.Y. BUS. CORP. LAW § 717(b) (McKinney 2004); OHIO REV. CODE. ANN. § 1701.59(e) (West 2004).
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226. See supra Part III.C.
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Managers' incentive to oppose regulation of corporate governance is, however, tempered by the regulation's effect on increasing managers' power within firms, and therefore their share of corporate wealth. For example, non-shareholder-constituency statutes and other corporate social responsibility rules arguably dilute managers' duties and state anti-takeover legislation helps entrenched managers. More generally, managers could be expected to favor the dominant governance model, which gives directors the primary role in governance, abetted by broad judicial interpretation of the board's powers under statutes and governance documents, and constrained only by vague fiduciary duties. Thus, managers could stand to lose more than they would gain from deregulating corporate governance. Even if this were not the case, managers are risk averse because they cannot easily buffer or diversify investments in human capital, and therefore would probably prefer the status quo to a new equilibrium that would threaten their tenure or returns to their human capital.

Lawyers may, however, be the agents of change. Lawyers not only will write new agreements, but also have incentives to refine business association statutes to accommodate publicly held partnership-type firms and special purpose entities, just as they have developed and promoted these statutes for closely held firms. Lawyers lack managers' stake in, and therefore incentive to maintain, the corporate status quo. Indeed, lawyers stand to increase their business by advising on changes in the law.

B. Direct Regulation of Corporate Features

Firms that preferred to adopt non-corporate business forms historically have been constrained by rules that limit the use of corporate features by non-corporate firms. Thus, the English Bubble Act of 1720 outlawed "all ... publick undertakings ... presuming to act as a corporate body ... raising ... transferable stock ... transferring ... shares in such stock ... without legal authority, ... and all acting ... under any charter ... for raising a capital stock ... not intended ... by such charter ... and all acting ... under any obsolete charter ... for ever be deemed to be illegal and void ...." Similar rules survive in state corporation statutes that effectively bar incorporation by estoppel, imposing personal liability on those who

227. See supra text accompanying note 72.
228. See supra Part II.B.3.
231. However, other considerations suggest that lawyers may resist change. See infra Part V.
232. 6 Geo. 1, ch. 18 (1720) (Eng.).
presume to act as a corporation without incorporating. But this does not prevent parties from contracting for corporate features in partnership or other types of firms.

The main problem with trying to get corporate features without incorporating is not that firms have been expressly prohibited from doing so, but the risk that courts may not enforce novel contracts without statutory authorization. Courts and legislators historically have been hostile to non-corporate limited liability. Although it was permitted in limited partnerships, the parties to these firms had to accept the significant limitations of general partner liability and the limited partner control rule. Thus, although limited liability is now widely available in partnership-type firms, the historical constraints on the spread of limited liability may help explain why non-corporate limited liability forms have not been developed or widely used for publicly held firms. Parties who attempt to create new forms of limited liability risk judicial non-enforcement of the liability shield.

Even if a state recognizes a novel form of limited liability, another state might not enforce the shield. Although the internal affairs rule enforcing formation-state law generally applies to established business associations, in other contexts interstate enforcement would be subject to the general rules on contractual choice of law. Applying those rules, a court might not enforce contractual choice of a state limited liability rule, particularly if no party resides in the forum state and limited liability in novel contexts is considered contrary to local public policy.

C. The Corporate Tax

The double tax on earnings at the corporate level and then again on dividends may partially explain the persistence of incorporation. The entity-level tax on firms can be viewed as an end in itself, with incorporation as the means. An entity-level tax arguably is politically attractive because it removes the tax one step from voters, who see it as a tax on "corporations" rather than, more realistically, on them. But while this would explain a single-level tax at the corporate level, it does not necessarily explain a second-level tax on dividends at the shareholder level.

233. See, e.g., MODEL BUS. CORP. ACT § 2.04.
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237. See Arlen & Weiss, supra note 176, at 332-33.
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Alternatively, the entity theory of the corporation can be seen as providing a theoretical basis for the double tax.\(^{238}\) But neither the entity theory nor the corporate form is essential to maintaining the double tax. State competition to develop partnership standard forms ultimately broke down the clear boundaries between corporations and partnerships.\(^{239}\) Closely held firms generally now can elect whether to be taxed as partnerships or corporations,\(^{240}\) while publicly held firms are now taxed as corporations regardless of form.\(^{241}\)

A better political explanation of the double-level tax on corporate earnings and on distributions to shareholders is that it encourages retention of earnings in the firm and therefore assists managers' control of those earnings.\(^{242}\) In other words, the corporate tax helps bolster the distinctively corporate approach to governance of strong central managers and non-interference by owners.\(^{243}\) Specifically, by imposing a tax cost on distributions, the corporate tax reduces the benefits of giving owners control over distributions. Conversely, if dividends were tax free, as they are in partnerships, owners would have more incentive to contract to compel distributions, including through standard forms that emphasize owner control rather than director primacy.\(^{244}\)

Without a tax on dividends, firms would have more incentive to find contractual mechanisms to compel distributions.\(^{245}\) Firms once did this through


\(^{239}\) Larry E. Ribstein, The Evolving Partnership, 26 J. CORP. L. 819, 829-30 (2001). Note that government may have loosened tax classification rules in order to reduce the political pressure for integration. See 26 C.F.R. pt. 1, 301, supra note 176. This suggests that there is a tension between regulation and competition: broad regulation invites political opposition, while narrow regulation invites competition and arbitrage.

\(^{240}\) See supra note 176 and accompanying text.

\(^{241}\) See I.R.C. § 7704.


\(^{243}\) Although managers support retaining earnings, retention arguably runs counter to politicians' interests in bolstering corporations' economic power, and therefore their ability to compete with government. But this effect is mitigated by the constraints on corporations' ability to convert their money into political power. See supra text accompanying note 129.

\(^{244}\) It has been argued that two-level corporate taxation reduces agency costs by reducing conflicts between managers and shareholders as to asset dispositions by the firm. See Hideki Kanda & Saul Levmore, Taxes, Agency Costs, and the Price of Incorporation, 77 VA. L. REV. 211 (1991). However, even if this is true, it is not clear why firms need this sort of mandatory tax rule to minimize agency costs when contractual approaches are available. See Ribstein, supra note 10, at 469-71.

\(^{245}\) To be sure, eliminating the dividend tax might simply reduce firms' reliance on debt without increasing distributions, thereby reducing overall constraints on agency costs. See Dino Falaschetti & Michael J. Orlando, Cutting the Dividends Tax . . . and Corporate Governance Too? (November 16, 2003), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/paper.taf?abstract_id=471021 (last visited Nov. 14, 2004). That is particularly likely to be true if firms are limited to the corporate structure, which impedes contracting for distributions. For the reasons discussed below in this Part, the partnership form would then become especially important in providing contractual alternatives to debt as a constraint on agency
leveraged buyouts, which effectively committed managers to distributing cash flow by converting stock into debt. But a lower tax on dividends increases their attractiveness compared to debt, other things being equal. Corporate managers might commit to a policy of increased dividends. But the threat of hostile takeovers that might once have enforced such a policy has now been diminished, and the business judgment rule virtually eliminates any fiduciary duty to make distributions in publicly held firms, at least without aggravating circumstances.

Perhaps the most effective way for corporate managers to commit to distributions is through a charter provision compelling distributions under certain circumstances. The enforceability in the corporate context of such a restriction on broad managerial discretion, however, is subject to doubt. By analogy, Quickturn invalidated a delayed redemption provision in a poison pill that bound a new board because the provision "restricts the board's power in an area of fundamental importance to the shareholders—negotiating a possible sale of the corporation." The court did indicate that a limitation on the board's power might be included in the charter under Section 141(a). However, it is not clear how far such a restriction could go. As discussed above, the courts have proscribed board "sterilization." Accordingly, a broad charter restriction on a board's general power to decide how much earnings to retain might be unenforceable. This doubt is reinforced by Omnicare, which refused to enforce a deal-protection provision that was explicitly authorized by the Delaware statute.

Partnership provides an important alternative to incorporation for firms that want to force managers to distribute earnings. Provisions concerning distributions are routine in partnerships. This is not surprising, since partners taxed on partnership-level earnings are exposed to a high risk of squeeze-out where earnings are not distributed. Thus, for example, the partnership agreement may compel distributions of cash receipts subject to a reserve costs.

247. Debt, however, retains the advantage of deductibility at the corporate level. The implications of this point are explored infra text accompanying note 259.
249. See supra text accompanying notes 61-63.
251. Id. at 1291.
252. See supra text accompanying note 61.
253. See supra text accompanying note 105.
254. Indeed, this was an aspect of defining partnerships for purposes of rollup regulation. See supra text accompanying note 215.
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Recent tax changes may decrease the attractiveness of incorporation. The Jobs and Growth Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2003 reduces the tax on most dividends to 15%, and 5% for low-income taxpayers. On the one hand, this increases the attractiveness of incorporation for shareholders by reducing the double-tax penalty. On the other hand, it reduces incorporation's attractiveness for managers by increasing the pressure on managers to distribute earnings. After-tax benefits of distributions are now more likely to exceed the benefits of retaining earnings, other things remaining equal. Indeed, many firms have increased their dividends in the wake of the new tax rates. The increasing attention to distributions may encourage some firms to make initial public offerings in partnership, rather than corporate, form, or at least with charter provisions that commit to distributions. More importantly, the increased recognition of the advantages of corporate distributions may provide an atmosphere conducive to more radical changes in the law.

The reduced tax on dividends may be seen partly as an effort to head off political pressure to move toward integration, or a single investor-level tax. It also reduces managers' incentives to use debt, which is fully taxable at the shareholder level. Debt, in turn, may further reduce managers' control over cash flow. In effect, high debt can be seen as a kind of "home-made" integration, since it produces something like the tax effect of a single level tax at the claimant level. By contrast, low taxation of dividends produces something like a single-level tax at the corporate level. This preserves the political advantage of keeping the tax one step removed from individual taxpayers. Accordingly, the dividend proposal may be a way of saving both the corporate form and the corporate-level tax, at least in the short run. Nevertheless, this Section shows that such tax changes may contribute to the demise of the corporation in the long run.

256. Henkels & McCoy, Inc. v. Adochio, 138 F.3d 491 (3d Cir. 1997) (applying such a reserve provision to protect creditors from excessive partner distributions). Although the case suggests caution in drafting distribution provisions in light of the creditors' rights provisions of limited partnership and similar statutes, it does not suggest a problem in restricting the general partner's discretion regarding distributions.


258. This is analogous to the effect of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, which, among other things, caused top corporate tax rates to exceed top individual rates and eliminated the lower tax on capital gains, thereby making incorporation disadvantageous enough for some firms that they had an incentive to push the envelope on tax classification.

259. See Peter A. McKay & Bob Davis, Dividend Tax Cut Pleases Companies More than Investors, WALL ST. J., Aug. 5, 2003, at C1 (noting that share prices of dividend-increasing companies have risen less than the market, but that this may reflect the fact that recent significant market gains have been in non-dividend-paying technology stocks and other non-dividend-paying sectors).

260. See supra note 176.

261. See supra text accompanying note 246.

262. See supra text accompanying note 237.
V. NON-POLITICAL EXPLANATIONS FOR CORPORATE DOMINANCE

In addition to the political considerations discussed in Part IV, there are other impediments to ending the dominance of the corporate form. One is "network" effects. Publicly held corporations have generated significant case law, commentary, and forms that aid interpretation and application and thereby reduce transaction costs as compared with other default rules that are not as widely used and therefore have not generated such devices. The cases concerning non-corporate business forms mainly relate to closely held firms. Thus, for example, while incentive compensation could be designed in partnerships to mimic the effects of corporate stock options, risk-averse executives might shun this alternative because of its novelty and uncertainty about tax and other effects. Investors also may distrust new forms until they can be confident that governance and fiduciary duty rules in these forms will protect them. Just as network effects may explain the continued dominance of Delaware corporation law, they also may explain the survival and rigidity of the corporate form.

The move to publicly held partnerships therefore presents a kind of chicken-egg problem. Like starting a new telephone network or computer operating system, the new system may not take hold until the network is established, which cannot happen until the system is accepted. To be sure, the network barrier is permeable. For example, the limited liability company became widely used despite the existence of the limited liability partnership, which was comparable in every way except that it allowed firms to access partnership interpretive materials. The corporation itself arguably faced a network barrier in its early history.

To the extent that network effects constrain a beneficial move to partnership-type publicly held firms, these effects may interrelate with the tax and regulatory constraints discussed above in this Part. As discussed above, courts may be unwilling to enforce limited liability contracts or novel business forms created in other states. This increases the risks associated with these novel forms and, accordingly, the benefits of the network of interpretive cases.

It is important to emphasize that interpretive networks are not always

---

263. See Joseph Bankman, The Structure of Silicon Valley Start-Ups, 41 UCLA L. REV. 1737 (1994) (explaining the use of Subchapter C corporations despite tax disadvantages of this form).


265. This survival and rigidity also may be an artifact of federal regulation of corporations. See Roe, supra note 185. If so, erosion of federal regulation by the availability of alternative partnership forms discussed in Part III.C. may have the side effect of increasing jurisdictional competition.


267. See supra note 47.

268. See supra text accompanying notes 238-239.
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beneficial. As this Article has shown, the corporate form may be more costly than the partnership form for many firms, particularly if courts apply the existing body of inflexible corporate cases to partnerships. This suggests that the benefits of a new set of rules for publicly held partnerships may exceed the learning and other costs such new rules entail.

There may be other reasons for continued dominance of the corporate form that relate neither to its efficiency nor to politics. For example, the switch into partnership depends both on suitable partnership forms being developed and firms getting adequate legal advice about the availability of these alternatives. Lawyers may have reputational incentives to participate in making “wholesale” changes. However, in order to make these changes on the retail level of individual clients, lawyers have to be willing to learn about the new forms and advise on their use. They may be concerned that their investments in the new learning will not pay off in higher fees or that the increased risk of malpractice in giving such advice exceeds any additional fees.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

This Article should be viewed mainly as raising the question posed in its title rather than providing definitive answers. In other words, the Article shows that it is not clear why the corporate form so long has been so synonymous with big business in the United States that the choice of form issue rarely arises in the context of the publicly held firm. Although the corporate structure is well adapted to publicly held firms, the corporate form began to be used before the era of the publicly traded firm. In any case, whatever the corporation’s advantages, it also has defects that make it unclear why the corporation ever should have dominated to the exclusion of partnership-based forms. In particular, the corporate form is characterized by an inflexible governance structure and increased susceptibility to government regulation.

Recent developments are making the corporate form even less attractive and therefore are deepening the puzzle posed by the continuing dominance of the corporate form. Business increasingly is moving away from the model of the large, integrated firm with strong central management and toward markets and networks. Reduction of the second-level tax on dividends decreases the benefits and increases the cost of strong managerial control over retained earnings. And expanding federal regulation of substantive corporate governance increases the benefits of avoiding such regulation through arbitrage of business forms. Conversely, the partnership form offers modern firms the flexible alternative to incorporation they need. The partnership form not only provides flexibility, but ensures greater independence than corporate law from

269. See supra text accompanying note 230.
the constraining effects of government regulation. In short, solving the problems of corporate governance arguably seems to include making corporate governance irrelevant.

It is not clear, however, how or whether such a shift will come about. The very fact that partnership offers an escape from regulation also gives regulators an incentive to resist change in the status quo. They may directly regulate alternatives to incorporation, or less directly preserve double corporate taxation which provides an incentive to maintain managers' hold on distributions. Even without direct regulation, firms' concern about enforcement of alternatives to incorporation combines with network effects to inhibit the development of alternative business forms. Managers are unlikely to lead any moves to change the law because of their benefits under the existing corporate structure.

On the other hand, whatever regulators do, changing characteristics of firms may increase the costs of corporate inflexibility so that developing and adopting new business forms becomes worthwhile. Moreover, lawyers have some incentive to promote the wholesale legal changes that are necessary to smooth the way toward publicly traded partnerships, even if many lawyers may be reluctant to retool for the partnership era. Thus, political resistance to change ultimately may determine only when, rather than if, the curtain drops on the corporation.

Finally, this Article suggests that the institutions that matter to business development may include selection of the appropriate business form. It follows that it is important to understand the precise functions of choice of business form. These functions include the applicable default rules, including the choice between corporate-type lock-in and partnership-type distribution of assets. But as discussed in this Article, the overriding importance of the partnership form may be in its contractibility and relative immunity from government interference.\(^{270}\)

\(^{270}\) This has potential implications for emerging economies. For a review of some other institutional considerations that matter in this context, see Bernard Black et al., *Russian Privatization and Corporate Governance: What Went Wrong?*, 52 STAN. L. REV. 1731 (2000).